TheSpecialiston the EichmannPrecedent:
Morality,Law,and MilitarySovereignty
BenjaminRobinson

1. Law and the Folk-Revisiting a Redefinition
The trial of Adolf Eichmann in 1961and Hannah Arendt'sreport on the
trial, Eichmann in Jerusalem,continue to draw legal scrutiny and provoke
international political controversy decades after the judgment was pronounced. In the pages of this journal, ShoshanaFelman invokedthe Dreyfus
Affair as a legal and cultural precedent for the epochal Eichmann trial.' She
arguesthat the unjust and anti-Semitic prosecution of CaptainAlfredDreyfus in 1894 and Emile Zola's impassioned and now proverbial counteraccusation against Dreyfus's persecutors supply a model for an individual
speaking out against a state legal apparatusin the name of a victim of miscarried justice. Not only the enormity of the crimes being judged in Jerusalem, but the jurisdiction of the court, the nature of the criminality, the
status of the legal code with respect to the crimes, the relevance of the evidence, and the spirit of the precedent to be set all contributed to what Felman characterizes as the later trial's "monumental repetition of a primal
legal scene," in which traumas of the past were radically revisited and redressed ("TJ,"p. 219). The scene monumentally revisited in the Eichmann
trial is, according to Felman, the DreyfusAffair'squintessentialpersecution
This essaybeganas a presentationat the KentStateUniversityconference"Screeningthe
Shoah,"sponsoredby DavidBrenner,to whose comments and encouragementI am indebted.
Thanksarealso due to BillBrown,JohnDavidson,JohnRosenthal,and JenniferJamesRobinson
for theirresponsesto earlierdraftsof the essay.
1. See ShoshanaFelman,"Theatersof Justice:Arendtin Jerusalem,the EichmannTrial,and the
Redefinitionof LegalMeaningin the Wakeof the Holocaust,"CriticalInquiry27 (Winter2001):
216-22; hereafterabbreviated"TJ."
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of "the Jew ... in and through civilization-by the civilized means of the
law" ("TJ,"p. 221). For Felman, the Dreyfus Affair is a nineteenth-century
inheritance repeated and intensified throughout the twentieth century and
finally overturned in 1961by a "Zionism [that] has provided a tribunal (a
state justice) in which the Jew'svictimization can be for the firsttime legally
articulated.In doing justice and in exercising sovereign Israelijurisdiction,
the Eichmann trial tries to legally reverse the long tradition of traumatization of the Jew by means of law" ("TJ,"p. 221).
While I share Felman's sense of the relevance of the Dreyfus Affair,my
analysis of the Eichmann trial-and several remarkablecommentaries on
and representations of it-leads me to suggest a different relationship between the trial and the Dreyfus Affairthan the one Felman proposes. Zola's
challenge to the state-and to justice that is not constitutionally accountable (that is, justice deliveredby a military court in the case of Dreyfus and
by a non-constitutionally based legal system in the case of Israel)-was issued in the name of a universalhumanism that Zola believed took priority
over the real political interests of state sovereignty.As Felman emphasizes,
the key outcome of the Eichmann trial was to subordinate questions of international law to those of international sovereignty,"sovereignIsraelijurisdiction." Law in this view shapes what Felman, borrowing from Robert
Cover, calls a "folktaleof justice" ("TJ,"pp. 234, 238). The word folk here is
an obvious object of concern in light of the Third Reich'slegal theorization
of vblkischjustice, especially in the work of Carl Schmitt.2Even if one embraces a salutaryWhitmanesque idea of the folk, the problem goes deeper
than the word's unfortunate etymological echo, raising questions about
what kind of institutions and tales constitute a folk and its justice. Here is
where the most vexing issue of the Eichmann trial arises: the relationship
of national law to citizens, to extranational or stateless individuals, and to
other states, themselves variously conceived as demos or ethnos and
equipped with vastly differing degrees of military potency. Felman's"ultimate" argument that the trial was about "the acquisition of semantic au2. See especiallyCarlSchmitt,TheConceptof thePolitical(New Brunswick,N.J.,1976)and
Einheit(Hamburg,1935).
Staat,Bewegung,Volk:Die Dreigliederungderpolitischen
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thority by victims" ("TJ,"p. 233) depends on her equating victims with the
Israeli state, for, as she notes, it is not the victims' individual testimony and
experience, but the "new collective story that did not exist prior to the trial"
that separatesthe story of the victims from "the political and military story
of the Second World War" ("TJ,"p. 234). The Eichmann trial, as Felman
emphasizes, thus identifies the victims to whom it sought to give voice, not
with either legallyor historicallyarticulatedindividuals,but with a collective
ethnic identity composed ex post facto; that is, it assimilates the victims to
a "folktale,"in particular,to a Zionist narrativethat Arendt summarizes as
explaining "how the Jews had degenerated until they went to their death
like sheep, and how only the establishment of a Jewish state had enabled
Jews to hit back, as Israelis had done in the War of Independence, in the
Suez adventure, and in the almost daily incidents on Israel'sunhappy borders."3
This uniquely potent "folktale"on the international stage has, needless
to say, continued to have enormous consequences in the conduct of American and Israeli foreign affairs, consequences that I argue are far from equitable or just. Like Felman, I consider the Eichmann trial "a living,
powerful event-an event whose impact is defined and measuredby the fact
that it is 'not the same for all"' ("TJ,"p. 210). To explore more closely the
ongoing inequitable impact of the Eichmann event, I revisit both the trial
and Arendt'scritical account of it, taking as my startingpoint TheSpecialist,
a remarkable1999documentary feature on the trial by EyalSivan, an Israeli
dissident filmmaker, and Rony Brauman, the former head of the Parisbased nongovernmental organization Doctors without Borders. Through
the critical optic of Sivan and Brauman'sfilm, I will take up the issues I see
as central to the Eichmann trial: the question of how the particularHolocaust narrative constructed in Israeli courts at the Eichmann trial has become a potent and portable signifier of United States national sovereignty
at the expense of a more democratic and equitable world order.
2. Eichmann and Moral Historiography
Sivan and Brauman'sFrench-Israeli-Germanproduction, TheSpecialist,
is based on hundreds of hours of documentary footage taken by the American Leo Hurwitz during Eichmann's trial.4It edits, shapes, and digitally
3. HannahArendt,Eichmannin Jerusalem:
A Reporton theBanalityof Evil,rev.ed. (1963;New
York,1994),p. lo; hereafterabbreviatedEJ.
4. TheSpecialist,dir.EyalSivan,Momento, 1999.Fora discussionof the ambivalent
relationshipbetweendocumentaryfilm and Holocaustmemory and historiography,see Susan
RubinSuleiman,"History,Memory,and MoralJudgmentin DocumentaryFilm:On Marcel
Ophuls'sHotelTerminus:TheLifeand Timesof KlausBarbie,"CriticalInquiry28 (Winter2002):
509-41.
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manipulates this archival film, but does not supplement it with talking
heads, photographs, or other material. Its goal is not authenticity,with the
suspect overtones of unquestionable authority that claims to authenticity
evoke. Rather,the film aims at what the filmmakerscall a "desacralized,lay
treatment"5of the Eichmann case, the case with which, according to Israeli
historian Tom Segev, "Israelbegan to design its collective memory of the
Holocaust"6and with which, accordingto PeterNovick, "theHolocaustwas
presented to the American public as an entity in its own right"for the first
time.7Awareof the centrality of the trial for understanding the Holocaust,
the filmmakers seek pointedly to oppose the "moralizingand sermonizing
attitude"that would "transformsufferinginto redemption" ("SR").Indeed,
their film contrasts sharplywith the sermonizing that characterized,for example, the 1997 ABC-PBS documentary The Trial of Adolf Eichmann and
its accompanying instructional website, which hew closely to the Israeli
prosecution's case with its associatedpublic political goals.8Seekingto avoid
putting themselves on "a pedagogic track,"Sivan and Brauman supply no
voice-over commentary that would inform viewers about the events of
World War II and the Holocaust. "In return," Brauman says, "the philosophical or political questions that arise from the mass of events and the
horrors thus evoked strike viewers because they refer to actual interrogations or experiences" ("SR").
Severaldistinctive aspects of The Specialistjustify Sivan and Brauman's
hopes for its liberatingeffect on the public perception of the Eichmanncase.
It shifts the focus of attention away from the victims, where so much Holocaust narrativedirects it, to the perpetratorin the dock. The perpetrator,
moreover, is seen to lack literary,diabolical qualities that might otherwise
make a sadistic narrative emotionally thrilling. The victims whose testimony does appearwere not uniformly without agency, as in the case of the
controversialHungarianJewishCouncil member, Pinchas Freudiger,whose
appearance unleashes a courtroom outburst.9The testimony, rather than
invoking an intimate, confessional immediacy, is always seen in its legal,
5. FrancoisGorin,Antoine Perraud,and JoshkaSchidlow,"Sonrole de rouagesuffita le
condamner:Entretien-Rony Braumanet EyalSivan,"Telerama,31Mar.1999,http://www.
telerama.fr/,no longeraccessible;hereafterabbreviated"SR."
6. TomSegev,"Genocide,a ModernSickness:Israeland the Memoryof the Holocaust,"Le
Mondediplomatique,13Apr.2001, online Englishlanguageedition, http://www.mondediplo.com/
2001/04/l3eichmann
7. PeterNovick, TheHolocaustin AmericanLife(Boston,1999),p. 133;hereafterabbreviatedH.
8. TheTrialofAdolfEichmann,prod. Daniel B. Polin,ABCNews Productionsand PBS,1997;
see the PBSwebsite:http://www.pbs.org/eichmann
9. Forthe backgroundto the outburstagainstFreudiger,the highlypoliticizedKastnercase,see
Segev,TheSeventhMillion:TheIsraelisand theHolocaust,trans.HaimWatzman(New York,1993);
hereafterabbreviatedSM.
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institutional context. Without this context, the public constraints to which
even the most private testimony conforms become conveniently invisible.10
Indeed, the trial footage in the film highlights the fact that a trial is a process
and a ritual-social, historical, and bureaucratic. We see in the course of
the film how law, morality, and force are ambiguously intertwined, even in
a case that is often taken as a decisive frame of referencefor grounding legal
judgments of good and evil. By foregrounding the legal mise-en-scene of
1961as an event with an interpretive and political dynamic distinct from,
although thickly related to, the events of the Nazi murders, the film makes
its most pointed contribution to representing the Holocaust as an occurrence that like all occurrences is presentableonly in its subsequent stagings.
The film is a representation of a representation. Its images of the Israeli
courtroom's particular contingencies, as well as its own cinematic contingencies, help a viewer question whether the Holocaust can serve as a last
word-whether it, as an event apparentlybeyond our horizon of daily ambiguity and debate, can supply the final vocabulary for instituting and assessing morality and justice."I
In its desire to provoke a contemplative rather than an identificatory
mindset, Sivan and Brauman's aim is much like Primo Levi's in writing
Survivalin Auschwitz"to furnish documentation for a quiet study of certain
aspects of the human mind."12Accordingly, the immediacy of the docu10. My emphasishere on the necessarilypublicbasisof confession(whetherevidence,therapy,
or art) is one criticaldifferencebetweenthe approachI am advocatingand psychoanalytic
discussionsof the Holocaustand associatedissuesof judgmentand forgivenessof crime.Thus in
an interviewwith Alison Rice,JuliaKristevaarguesthat "forgiv[ing]the unforgivable... can only
be done in strictprivacy,notablythat of the analyticcure.... In contrast,I think that the social
An Interview,"interviewby Alison
sphere... is that of judgment"(JuliaKristeva,"Forgiveness:
Rice, PMLA117[Mar.2002]: 282). My problemis that languagealreadyhistoricizesthe private
spheresuch that appealsto the moralimmanenceof the privatearealwaysquestionable.Certainly
personalconsiderationscan overridecriminalconsiderationsin differentinstitutionalcontexts,
but I do not believeit is a primarilyprivativequalitythat definesthose contexts.
11. In Contingency,
Irony,and Solidarity(Cambridge,1989),RichardRortydescribesa "final
vocabulary"as those termsof our personaldoctrinethatwe cannotjustifyexceptwith referenceto
themselves(p. 73). JohnRawlsmakesthe point that therecan be no purelyproceduraljustice,
arguingthat the proceduralarrangementsof justiceneed substantivechecks.
Politicalauthorityis not mysterious,nor is it to be sanctifiedby symbolsand ritualscitizens
cannot understandin termsof theircommon purposes.... [This]means,however,that our
consideredjudgmentswith their fixedpoints... standin the backgroundas substantive
checksshowingthe illusorycharacterof any allegedlypurelyproceduralidea of legitimacyand
politicaljustice. [JohnRawls,"Replyto Habermas,"PoliticalLiberalism(1993;New York,
1996),p. 431]
The Eichmanncasecomplicatesthe pictureof such personalfinalvocabulariesas moralcheckson
proceduresor institutionsbecauseit demonstrateshow conventionalour most absoluteintuitions
can be. Our fixedpoints and finalvocabulariesarelikewisesubjectto the contingencyof the
political.
12. Primo Levi,Survivalin Auschwitz:TheNazi Assaulton Humanity(New York,1993),p. 9.
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mented interrogations and testimonies is not presented as exclusive of the
retrospectiveconstruction involved in deliberation. Using Brechtianeffects
such as an eerie, quasi-industrial soundtrack, film tinting, and digital manipulations of light, space, and motion, Sivanand Braumanremind viewers
that the film, as uncommented as it is, is indeed an artful condensation of
a four-month trial. This condensation of over 350 hours of footage, moreover, does not pose as a transparentabridgment, but is guided by and supports the theses of Arendt's controversial 1963 book Eichmann in
Jerusalem.13Returning viewers to the sights and sounds of the proceedings
on which Arendt reported, the film also uses her report as its interpretive
framework. We see and hear testimony that takes the rough oral form of
unpreparedsworn statement, but still must follow the court's rules of order;
the filmmakers dwell on unexpected moments where the prosecution or
judges irritablycall for the visibly upset defendant or a witness to properly
heed a question. Thus elicited with the agonistic intent of a court proceeding
to adjudicatebetween disparateaccounts, the filmed testimonies in TheSpecialist differ from the unchallenged survivor testimonies in video archives
such as Yale'sFortunoff Archive. They do, however, share the formal openness described by Lawrence Langer in his examination of these video recordings: "A written narrative is finished when we begin to read it, its
opening, middle, and end already established between the covers of the
book.... Oral testimony steers a less certain course, like a fragilecraftveering through turbulent waters unsure where a safe harbor lies-or whether
one exists at all!"'4This openness and viewers' interaction with its assailable
visual and aural presence lend Eichmann's otherwise contemptible words
the vulnerable existential force that reading them cannot fully convey. Although Arendt's account of the trial does secure it between the covers of a
book, her book, as we shall see, is itself ambiguous and inconclusive in its
interpretations, a "fragile craft" that has led some interpreters to read it,
too, in an autobiographical,testimonial framework.15
13. The controversyis documentedin manybiographiesof Arendt;see especiallyElisabeth
Young-Bruehl,HannahArendt:ForLoveof the World(New Haven,Conn., 1982).JacobRobinson's
And theCrookedShallBe MadeStraight(New York,1965)is a polemical"refutation"of Arendtthat
came out shortlyafterher book. Arendtherselfexpresseshow personallypainfulthe controversy
was in her correspondencewith MaryMcCarthy;see BetweenFriends:TheCorrespondence
of
HannahArendtandMaryMcCarthy,1949-i975,ed. CarolBrightman(New York,1995).The 1987
BBCdocumentaryby TristamPowell,TheHolocaust:Judgmentin Jerusalem,focuseson the anger
stirredup by Arendt'sbook.
TheRuinsof Memory(New Haven,Conn., 1991),
14. LawrenceLanger,HolocaustTestimonies:
p.17.
15. RichardWolin,for example,writingaboutArendt'saffairwith MartinHeideggerasserts
that
Arendthad a Jewishproblem,that is, a problemwith her own Jewishidentity.... Arendt
that in manyinstancesthe Jewshad foolishly
concluded [in Originsof Totalitarianism]
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Testimony in the film thus assumes an unsettling temporal scheme. Like
an eyewitness as yet untainted by subsequent controversy,Hurwitz'sfootage
precedes later interpretations of the trial. Sivan and Brauman'srecoveryof
Hurwitz, however, explicitly follows Arendt'scontroversialdissent from the
trial, which itself testifies to an epochal moment in contemporary political
self-understanding. This ongoing implication of Holocaust testimony in
successive projects goes against the grain of the reception suggested by
Dominick LaCapra,who is concerned with the affective representational
power of the Nazi crimes considered as a special class of events he calls limit
events.16In The Specialistthe events under consideration are not accorded
a special epistemological status; we are introduced to them in the middle
broughthistoricalpersecutionupon themselves.... The theoreticalgroundworkfor some of
the uglierfeaturesof Eichmannin Jerusalemhad alreadybeen established.[RichardWolin,
"AnAffairto Remember:Hannahand the Magician,"New Republic,9 Oct. 1995,p. 25]
This "Jewishproblem"emerged,accordingto Wolin,in the late1920sas Arendtrealizedthat
Jewishassimilationhad failedin Germany.This psychologicalinterpretationof Arendt'sidentity
problemgoes againsther own claim in an exchangewith GershomScholemaroundthe book.
When he sayshe regardsher "'whollyas a daughterof our people"'she respondsthat "Iknow,of
course,that thereis a 'Jewishproblem'even on this level,but it has neverbeen my problem-not
even in my childhood.I havealwaysregardedmy Jewishnessas one of the indisputablefactualdata
of my life" (Arendt,"'ADaughterof Our People':A Responseto GershomScholem,"ThePortable
HannahArendt,ed. PeterBaehr[New York,2000], p. 392). Fora morebalancedinterpretationof
Arendt'sJewishidentityin light of the Eichmanncontroversy,see Dan Diner,"HannahArendtin HannahArendtund die
juidischesSelbstverstandnisim Schattender Eichmann-Kontoverse,"
BerlinerRepublik:Fragenan dasvereinigteDeutschland,ed. BernwardBaule(Berlin,1996),pp. 15165.WhereWolinsees the failureof the secularJewishassimilationnarrativein 1920Sand 1930s
Germany,Diner emphasizesthatArendt'ssuccessin the postwarU.S. representsone persuasive
vindicationof the narrative.
16. AlthoughLaCapramarkshis differencesfrom,among others,Felmanand Langerand their
"hyperbolicappealto a 'thematic'of the traumaticand the sublime,"his centralvocabularyfor
discussingthe representationof Nazi crimesis, like theirs,drawnfrom the literatureof trauma
(DominickLaCapra,WritingHistory,WritingTrauma[Baltimore,2001], p. 93 n. 6). Memoryand
its unintentionalprocessesaremore importantto his workthan the institutionalarrangements
and normativejudgmentsthat concernboth Arendtand Sivanand Brauman.LaCapra's
considerationsareecumenicalto the point that I would suggesthe is not delineatinga
methodologyso much as callingfor sensitivityto methodologicalcomplementarity.His topoi, for
example,the "negativesublime"of Himmler's1943Posen speech,can be differentiatedfrom the
topoi of moraland politicaljudgmentand the constrainedchoicesthey imply.See LaCapra,
theHolocaust:History,Theory,Trauma(Ithaca,N.Y.,1994),pp. 105-10,Historyand
Representing
MemoryafterAuschwitz(Ithaca,N.Y.,1998),pp. 27-29, and WritingHistory,WritingTrauma,p. 93.
A politicalfocus would obviatethe need for understatementssuch as this:"Butjust as history
should not be conflatedwith testimony,so agencyshould not simplybe conflatedwith, or limited
to, witnessing.In orderto changea stateof affairsin a desirablemanner,effectiveagencymayhave
to go beyondwitnessingto takeup more comprehensivemodes of politicaland socialpractice"
(LaCapra,Historyand MemoryafterAuschwitz,p. 12). In this sense,LaCapra'sconcernsare
apoliticaldespitea methodologicallargessethat urgesfamiliaritywith politicalimplications.Here
I would also like to mention Novick'shealthyskepticismaboutwhetherthe Holocaust,as an
objectiveset of events,actuallyconstitutessufficientgroundsfor separatetheoriesof
representation.
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of an institutional process, and we understand them as both preceding and
following their social interpretation. The filmmakersavoid creatingeffects
of awe and sublimity because they do not want so much to rupture the
situation of the Holocaust in human affairsthat stretchfrom fascismto cold
war to ethnic conflict as to ask viewers to consider what that continuum
might help us to see about ourselves.17 Justas the bluntness of Arendt'sreport raised accusations that she was insensitive to the collective trauma
caused by Nazi crimes, so too it might fairly be averredthat The Specialist
takes no particularconsideration of psychoanalyticcategories,opting to let
the forensic setting stand without therapeutic interventions by the filmmakers. The fallible and malleable courtroom setting, the controversial
Arendt report, and the edited and modified film stock all work toward a
less cathartic and more speculative, though not didactic, approach to what
the filmmakerssee as the quintessence of the Eichmann phenomenon-the
easily effaced borderline between legitimate claims of power and the unjust
violence of law, state, or individual.
I want to engage questions such as these in order to extend the film's
project of dischargingthe aurathat makes discussion of the Holocaust both
so seductive and so proprietary,so symbolically transcendent and so institutionally specific. In order to do this, I want to set out in more detail the
film's interpretiveperspective as well as indicate some limitations of its formal re-visioning of received Holocaust tropes. The bulk of this essay will
take up the film's interpretivequestions about the meaning of crime,justice,
and the state and develop them not only in ways that the film itself does.
The goal here is to accept the film's challengeof reconsideringthe Eichmann
trial today, decades after its precedents for discussing the events referredto
under the rubric of the Holocaust have become dominant norms for the
historiographyof morals. What kind of moment was the Eichmann trial in
the history of moral thought and legal institutions? The Specialist'sdisciplined aesthetic allows us to pursue that question with a freshness that the
importance of the trial for subsequent developments in the terms of sovereignty and internationaljustice certainlyjustifies. After considering what
the Eichmann trial has suggested about psychological, ethical, and institutional bases for establishing international law, I will consider political responses-particularly cold war responses-to the trial's consolidation of
the international public significance of the Holocaust. For, perhaps more
important than setting a general, codifiable legal precedent, the trial con17. See EmilFackenheim,"Holocaust,"in A HolocaustReader,ed. MichaelL. Morgan(Oxford,
for a representationof the Holocaustthroughemphaticclaimsfor its particularityand
discontinuity:"TheHolocaustis not only a world-historicalevent.It is also a 'watershed'a
'caesura,'or 'rupture'in man'shistoryon earth"(p. 126).

2001),
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densed a self-evident political meaning for the Holocaust, availableto those
who exercise jurisdiction over it. At the end of the essay, I return to the
starting point, Sivan and Brauman's film, and, more specifically,the aesthetic questions The Specialistposes about cinematic and literarytestimony
as a form for exemplifying moral judgment and political choice. I will argue
that to the extent the film aestheticizes the process of evidence and adjudication-distancing it, framingit (in an echo of Heidegger'srevealingtechnological Ge-stellb-it implies a notion of autonomous judgment that,
while it throws into relief both the trial's politicization and moralization,
suggests a nonpolitical model of justice based on perceptive intuition. The
quality of the film as a (cinematic) representation of a (judicial) representation also serves as a point of critique. I suggest that, in the context of what
some literary and film scholars recognize as a distinct Holocaust genre, its
presentation of alternativetropes to those established in the prosecution's
highly theatrical narrative, while groundbreaking, does not complete the
task of moving from fresh perception of the trial to public deliberation on
its wider uses. Such deliberation would indicate a more polemical (on the
model of a courtroom's own agonistic procedure) juxtaposition of tropes
that could illustrate to a critical public the stakes of one representation of
the Holocaust versus another.'18Nonetheless, The Specialistremains a powerful disruption of the condensation of morality, law, and statehood that
the Eichmann trial in its received form has allowed to accrue to the advantage of specific sovereignties and jurisdictions of the industrial West.
3. Arendt's Eichmann: Political Justice or Just Politics?
Before discussing the questions raised by both The Specialist'smedium
and its narrativeform, I want to analyze Arendt'sbook in some detail and
suggest some ways in which the Holocaust functions as a signifier today in
international politics. Eichmannin Jerusalemis structuredby two main concerns: the moral psychology of a criminal whose crime is both unprecedented in scope and banal in execution and the institutionalized justice of
his prosecution in a world of sovereign nation-states. The question of moral
psychology that interests Arendt is most famously the empirical one that
lent her book its subtitle, A Reporton the Banality of Evil. She tries to char18. Therearetwo sets of representationalcontrastsimpliedhere.One is thatbetweenone set of
tropesand anotheror, more generally,one "emplotment"or another,of the Holocaustnarrative.
The value of the term emplotmentfor discussingthe Holocausthasbeen extensivelydebated;see,
in particular,ProbingtheLimitsofRepresentation:
Nazismand the "FinalSolution,"ed. Saul
Friedlander(Cambridge,Mass.,1992). The other set of contrastshas a more specifically
institutionaldimension,namely,thatset of contrastsbetweenjuridicaland literary
representations.
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acterizewith respect to language, office, and social standing the personality
that Eichmann reveals over the course of 121trial sessions. She analyzes,in
other words, his testimony as a realisticthought process, considering Eichmann in terms similarto those in which she once considered the assimilated
nineteenth-century German-Jewishwriter RahelVarnhagen,as a social parvenu struggling against the fear of falling back into the low status of a pariah.19She situates Eichmann in a biographical and social world, a realistic
world of both inclination and duty distinct from the categorical world of
moral duty alone. Thus characterizingEichmann as a socially situated self,
ratherthan an abstractuniversalcitizen, she is able to examine the distance
between this realistic-and unremarkable-moral psychology and the
spirit of practical reason that underlay Kant's notion of morality.20In this
worldly empirical respect, Arendt's concern is above all with language,
which as communication allows collective moral engagement and as slogans-or "statutesand formulas," as Kant called them-21 cover for individual moral disengagement. In a world where our actions and identity are
coeval with the language we speak-and this conversationalworld is where
Arendt locates the vita activa that makes politics possible-we can hardly
be expected realisticallyto escape the rules and formulas that speak us as
much as we speak them.
Whatever men do or know or experience can make sense only to the
extent that it can be spoken about. There may be truths beyond
speech, and they may be of great relevance to man in the singular,that
is, to man in so far as he is not a political being, whatever else he may
be. Men in the plural, that is, men in so far as they live and move and
act in this world, can experience meaningfulness only because they can
talk with and make sense to each other and to themselves.22
That Eichmann does not at all escape the cliched language of Nazi bureaucracy,however, means that he falls short of the specificallypolitical demands of the vita activa.He remains passive,as prosecutor Gideon Hausner
sarcasticallycharges, with the limited meaning he does find in social life
19. HannaFenichelPitkindiscussesthe applicabilityof the termsparvenuand pariahto
Arendt'sdescriptionof Eichmann:"AsArendtpresentshim, Eichmannwas neitheran antiSemitenor a sadistbut an ambitious,deferentialcareerist.... Eichmann,in short,was a parvenu"
(HannaFenichelPitkin, TheAttackof theBlob:HannahArendt'sConceptof theSocial[Chicago,
1998],p. 206).
20. See ImmanuelKant,GroundingfortheMetaphysicsof Morals,trans.JamesW. Ellington
(Indianapolis,1993),p. 10.
GesammelteSchriften,29 vols.
21. Kant,"Beantwortungder Frage:Wasist Aufklarung?"
(Berlin,1900-1925),8:36.
22. Arendt,TheHumanCondition(Chicago,1958),p. 4.
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coming from the cliches offered him by both petty bourgeois life and Nazi
national ideology. This language is at times so ordinary, as in Eichmann's
stilted invocation of funeral oratory at his own execution, that it becomes
a source of the book's most bitter satire of the human condition, for it is
his passivity as a human actor and not his individual motivation and conscious responsibility that makes him guilty. Empirical crime seems fully
separate from rational intention (mens rea).
In addition to her pessimistic anthropology of the empiricalmoral mind,
Arendt's book is also shaped by her distinct and more historical reflection
on what she calls "the challenge of the unprecedented" (EJ,p. 263). This
challenge, phrased as it is in the terminology of criminal law, refersnot only
to the monstrous injustice of Nazi actions, but also, ironically,to the positive
challenge to the Israeli authorities to set a precedent that would describe a
supranational crime subject to an international jurisdiction, a precedent
that would serve decisively to criminalize the newly emerged, technologically enabled barbarismof genocide. To do this, either the Israelistatewould
have had to insist that Eichmann, now in its hands, be tried by an international tribunal capable of judging a supranational crime; or the judges
themselves would have had to become de facto legislators (judicialactivists,
in U.S. constitutional rhetoric) and, because "every custom has its origin
in some single act,"according to Nuremberg justice Robert Jackson,would
themselves have had to "institute customs" that would develop into future
international law (quoted in EJ,pp. 273-74).23Eichmann's captors fail in
this pathbreaking respect, choosing to prosecute Eichmann on the same
(precedented) basis as the nationally based Nuremberg successor trials in
Poland, Russia, Czechoslovakia,and elsewhere.Ratherthan focusing on the
chargesof a "crimeagainsthumanity" (counts 5-12), the Israeliprosecution
23. Robinson,without graspingthe spiritof paradoxin Arendt'sbook, criticizes,I think rightly,
the authoritarianimplicationthat such unilateraljudicialactivismon the partof Israelijudges
would havehad:"Todeposit,as MissArendtsuggests,any unsolvedproblemresultingfrom
lacunaein lawsinto the lap of a trialjudge is universallyconsideredto be an unsuitablemethod of
fillinggapsin law"(Robinson,And the CrookedShallBe MadeStraight,p. 67). Israelhad neither
jurisdictionnor a clearmoralmandate,given the illegality(not criminality)of the state'sown
foundingaccordingto the legislativeresolutionsof the UN SecurityCounciland General
Assembly.The statewas foundedde factowith a "warof independence"ratherthan de jure
accordingto establishedinternationallegislation.Israelwas counting on deferredlegitimation.
The Eichmanncaseplayeda key role in this nationallegitimation,and any attemptat tryingto set
internationalprecedentwithout full nationallegitimationwould havebeen foolhardy.Arendt
analyzessuch issuesof circularlegitimationin the casesof the Frenchand AmericanRevolutions
in On Revolution(New York,1963).See also SeylaBenhabib,TheReluctantModernism
of Hannah
Arendt(ThousandOaks,Calif.,1996),pp. 155-66;BeatriceHanssen,Critiqueof Violence:Between
Poststructuralism
and CriticalTheory(London,2000), pp. 16-30;and DavidIngram,"NovusOrdo
Seclorum:The Trialof (Post)Modernityor the Taleof TwoRevolutions,"in HannahArendt:
TwentyYearsLater,ed. LarryMayand JeromeKohn (Cambridge,Mass.,1996).
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focuses on what it considers its national jurisdiction and elaborates primarily Eichmann's crimes "againstthe Jewishpeople" (counts 1-4) (EJ,p.
244). The new and specific crime of genocide is thus left largelyundefined
by the Eichmann trial and, hence, uncriminalized.
Israel'sdecision to focus on national jurisdiction, according to Arendt,
was motivated as much by a scrupulous concern to remainwithin precedent
as it was by a strictly statist agenda of what, in the foreign policy rhetoric
of today, we call nation-building. The prosecution, in spite of insistent objections by the court, thus collected procedurallyirrelevantbut morallyharrowing testimony on the Final Solution that it then redeemed in the
elaboration of one of Israel'sfounding myths: the Jewish ability to deliver
retribution on the authority not just of law but of raisond'etat.Thus arises
a central philosophical problem that Arendt does not address as such, but
that her discussion of the trial put on the agenda and whose relevance international police actions of today renew. By yoking the precedents of the
Nuremberg successor trialsto the creation of a new ethnic state, Israelopted
clearly for a concept of law based on state enforceability,that is, on the explicit threat of national violence in the sense developed by Schmitt and echoed in the leftist language of WalterBenjamin.24Lawin this sense drawsits
force neither from rationaluniversalnorms nor common law precedentbut
from ethnic polemos-a solidaristic conception of self versus other that
Schmitt saw as underlying the concept of the political and the legal notions
of sovereigntyderivativefrom it.25Again, the legal terms involved here were
24. See JacquesDerrida,"Forceof Law,"in Deconstruction
and thePossibilityofJustice,ed.
DrucillaCornell,MichelRosenfeld,and DavidGrayCarlson(New York,1992), pp. 3-67, which
discussesthis confluencebetweenBenjaminand Schmittas a recognitionthat law must be
legitimatedin somethingbeyond itself,in the originaryviolence of the generalstrike(Benjamin,
relyingon GeorgesSorel)or of war (Schmitt,drawingon ErnstJiinger).In regardto this
confluencebetweenBenjaminand Schmitt,Rightand Left,Derridain a postscriptdates
Benjamin'sessay(1921) and historicizeswhateversharedpremisesexistedin that "vertiginous"
moment betweenRightand Left.The carewith which he dealswith this confluenceshouldbe kept
in mind, especiallywith regardto the worksmentionedlaterthat conflatethe differencebetween
Leftresistanceand Rightfascismin 1930osand 1940sEurope.
25. Schmittrejectsthe negativedefinitionof the politicalin oppositionto the legal.He defines
the politicalpositively:"Thespecificpoliticaldistinctionto which politicalactionsand motives
can be reducedis thatbetweenfriendand enemy."He goes on to saythat the friend-enemy
groupingis "alwaysthe decisivehuman grouping,the politicalentity.If such an entityexistsat all,
it is alwaysthe decisiveentity,and it is sovereign."He then drawsthe legalconclusionfrom this
that "to the stateas an essentiallypoliticalentitybelongsthe jus belli,that is, the realpossibilityof
decidingin a concretesituationupon the enemyand the abilityto fighthim with the power
emanatingfrom the entity."Thisjus belli,accordingto Schmitt,givesthe statea dualpossibility:to
demandits membersto die and to kill its enemies.Fromthese possibilitiesstem the third
possibilityof law:"Theendeavorof a normalstateconsistsaboveall in assuringtotal peacewithin
the stateand its territory.To createtranquility,security,and orderand therebyestablishthe
normalsituationis the prerequisitefor legalnormsto be valid.Everynorm presupposesa normal
situation,and no norm can be valid in an entirelyabnormalsituation"(Schmitt,TheConceptof
thePolitical,pp. 26, 38, 45,46). In this way,Schmitttracesthe possibilityof lawbackto an idea of a
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not radical,the court having adopted them because of clearprecedents,but
the situation determined by both the new crime and the newly emergent
state prosecuting it lent the trial unique internationalforce. The implication
of the court's claim to represent all wronged Jews as diasporaic subjects
awaiting justice in the symbolic return of jurisdiction to Israelmeant, generally,that ethnic minorities within nation states could only ultimatelyhave
their security guaranteedby a state that could claim their interestsas its own
and thus respond to any infraction against them with traditionaljus ad bellum. The state here representsthe possibility of law as coterminous with the
possibility of ethnic military autonomy.26One way to make this implication
of the Eichmann case clear would be to imagine how questions of jurisdiction would have been different had a binational (or nonethnic) Palestine
been established in 1948on the territory of the former BritishMandate. For
Arendt, in any case, the national emphasis on state sovereignty meant that
the Eichmann trial never even sought, either on the basis of natural law or
the positive law of some internationallegislativefranchise,to set a precedent
for the crime of genocide.
These two empirical focuses of Arendt's report-moral-psychological
and juridical-institutional-come together in the unresolved conceptual
tension between the primacy of justice and that of politics, both of which
might (and alternately do) serve as the underlying term for exploring the
psychological and juridical questions of the trial. Her admiration for reserved and unworldly justice is clearly articulatedin the first chapter,"The
House of Justice."The words "BethHamishpath" (House of Justice)arethe
words that open both the book and the proceedings against Eichmann and,
for that matter, are the first clear words of Sivan's film after an evocative
babble of languages stating the charges against Eichmann. With this verbal
introduction of both justice and its concrete institutional setting, Arendt
sets the stage of her book as a contest between the state of Israel,represented
by the Attorney General Gideon Hausner, who-in a provocative echo of
the accused-"does his best, his very best, to obey his master" (El, p. 5),
and justice itself, representedby JudgeMoshe Landau,who does his best to
prevent the trial from becoming a show trial. "Justice,"Arendt asserts,taking the side of disinterested rectitude against the practical concerns of the
state,
sovereignpeople that can wagea waragainstan enemy-that is, to an idea that itselfincludesno
notion of justice,but only an ethnic existentialclaim.
26. This paradoxof militarysovereigntyas enablinglawand being outside of law is developed
by GiorgioAgamben.Agambenrelieson Schmittto elaboratea view of law as an extensionof the
ethnic deathcamp.While his attentionto the paradoxof sovereigntyis illuminating,his
apocalypticframeworkall but precludeshistoricalanalysis.See GiorgioAgamben,HomoSacer:
SovereignPowerand BareLife,trans.DanielHeller-Roazen(Stanford,Calif.,1998).
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demands that the accused be prosecuted, defended, and judged and
that all the other questions of seemingly greaterimport ... be left in
abeyance. Justiceinsists on the importance of Adolf Eichmann ... the
man in the glass booth.... On trial are his deeds, not the sufferings of
the Jews, not the German people or mankind, not even anti-Semitism
and racism. [EJ,p. 5]
That she believes justice to be a real possibility in the face both of
Eichmann's incommensurable actions and the Israeli state's desire for
authority is made clear by her invocation of justice's austere and politically withdrawn personal ethics as the anchor of her critical standpoint.
"Justice,"she writes, still taking Landauas her model, "demandsseclusion,
it permits sorrow rather than anger, and it prescribes the most careful abstention from all the nice pleasures of putting oneself in the limelight" (El,
p. 6). For Arendt, justice, unlike politics, does not speak a language of persuasion and communication, but of analysis. It is a technical language, expressed in logical rules of inference and evidence, and its stringent
procedures require self-effacement. Political language, by contrast, is one
of negotiation, influence, affect, and public recognition.
Yet this faith in the possibility of justice, at least liberal Kantiandeontic
justice, in the prosecution of Eichmann is steadily undermined by the progress of her own report. First,the empirical moral psychology of Eichmann
that we have discussed gives ever greater evidence of the impossibility of
basing interpersonal legal norms on the autonomous responsibility of the
individual. In fact, in the second chapter,Arendt demonstrates in comical
detail how Eichmann not only obeyed orders (the infamous Nuremberg
defense) but also obeyed the law in both letter and spirit. Eichmann convincingly argued that his subjective intent-and according to Kant, intent,
not consequence, is the test of moral integrity-27 was not criminal but
legally exemplary.
He was perfectly sure that he was not what he called an innererSchweinehund, a dirty bastard in the depths of his heart; and as for his conscience, he remembered perfectly well that he would have had a bad
conscience only if he had not done what he had been ordered to doto ship millions of men, women, and children to their death with great
zeal and the most meticulous care. [EJ,p. 25]
Arendt concludes that Eichmann acted according to what she calls a "little man's"Kantianimperative,which she formulates:"Actas if the principle
27. See Kant,GroundingfortheMetaphysicsof Morals,p. 13.
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of your actions were the same as that of the legislator or of the law of the
land" rather than that of universal law (EJ, pp. 137, 136). As her account
reaches the eighth chapter, "Duties of a Law-Abiding Citizen," it becomes
harder and harder to believe that any but the little man's imperative is a
sound practical basis for jurisprudence, at least for an international jurisprudence that includes the full range of modern state forms.28 Arendt recognizes that in most modern states Unmundigkeit (legal immaturity) is
anything but selbstverschuldet (one's own fault), as Kant believed it was once
mankind embarked upon the path of enlightenment.29 A sovereign state
might promote individual autonomy, but should that benevolent civil condition not obtain, and it seldom, if ever, does, a citizenry has not the releast not without a countervailing
motest empirical possibility-at
attaining full ethical independence from state
organizational force-of
power.
It is a common and reassuring misreading of Arendt to see her account
of Eichmann's obedience as also one of his culpability. In this reading, his
guilt is due to his letting the state ("the law of the land") take precedence
over reason ("universal law"); thus, when the state became criminal, so nolens volens did Eichmann. In this reading, Arendt's text would seem a rather

28. Contracttheoriesof law attemptto redeemlaw'smoralbasisby emphasizingthe
illocutionaryact that obligatesone to keepa promiseratherthan its semanticcontent. The
contractarianreconstructionof morallaw (see especiallyRawls)can only dealwith the problemof
Eichmann'slittle man'simperativeby extendingthe socialcontractoverall humanityso that
socialand contractualobligation(loyalty)extendsbeyond nationalpolemos.Traditionalpositive
lawjurisprudenceemphasizesthe point that law (as opposedto morality)has no strongerbasis
than the little man'simperative."Everylawsimplyand strictlyso called,"wroteJohnAustinin
1832,"isset by a sovereignperson,or a sovereignbody of persons,to a memberor membersof the
independentpoliticalsocietywhereinthat personor body is sovereignor supreme"(quotedin
rev.
JeffrieG. Murphyand JulesL. Coleman,Philosophyof Law:An IntroductiontoJurisprudence,
ed. [Boulder,Colo., 1990], p. 23).Thus,Arendt'sempiricalemphasisleadsher to hold that positive
law more accuratelydescribesthe legalrealityof law,even as she sees positivelaw as an inadequate
normativetool for guidingandjudginghumanbehavior.Thus she suggestsin workssuch as The
Human Conditionthat a public sphereof virtueis more effectivethan law at regulatinghuman
norms.
29. See Kant,"Beantwortungder Frage,"8:33.Benhabib'sand AlbrechtWellmer'sdiscussions
of Kant'sCritiqueof PracticalReasonand CritiqueofJludgment
respectivelyto elucidateArendt's
thinkingon judgmentareinsightful(see Benhabib,TheReluctantModernismof HannahArendt,
p. 125,and AlbrechtWellmer,"HannahArendton Judgment:The UnwrittenDoctrineof Reason,"
in HannahArendt,p. 35), as is DanaVilla'sdiscussionof Arendt'sposition on post-Kehre
Heidegger;see DanaVilla,"TheBanalityof Philosophy:Arendton Heideggerand Eichmann,"in
HannahArendt,pp. 179-96.But the emphasisin all threediscussionson the autonomyof an
independentfacultyof judgmentdownplaysthe specificallyinstitutionalconcernsof Arendtin
the Eichmannreport.The referenceto the stateand the relatedpublic-privatedistinctionin
"WhatIs Enlightenment"makeit an importanttopos for furtherdiscussion.Forspecifically
politicalimplicationsof this articlein light of rightaction conceivedas precedent-setting,see
ArthurStrum,"WhatEnlightenmentIs,"New GermanCritique,no. 79 (Winter2000): 106-36.
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unproblematic one. Its moral implication would be that good citizens
should strive in their behavior to transcend worldly interests, guided by the
a priori universal moral compass within each of them. It would seem as
though, forewarned by Eichmann's fate, we might know without further
ado where opportunism conflicts with morality and accordingly limit our
social ambition. But when does that superiority deteriorate into the cowardly inner emigration that Fritz Stern diagnosed as symptomatic of the
deutschepolitische Misere ever since Kant?30A careful reading of Arendt's
description does not, in any case, let us take that last step of the argument
from the state's criminality to Eichmann's.The problem is apparentin the
space she gives to discussing the Jewish Sonderkommandosand Judenriite
(see EJ,esp. pp. 116-25). These Jewish groups collaborated with the Nazis,
but their members were excluded from criminal responsibilityunder a provision of Israeli law that exempted those who either had no choice or cooperated in order to "'reduce the gravity of the consequences of the
offence"' (EJ,p. 91). Arendt famously argues,however,that "withoutJewish
help in administrative and police work . .. there would have been either
complete chaos or an impossibly severe drain on German manpower" (EJ,
p. 117).The Nazis "regardedthis cooperation as the very cornerstone oftheir
Jewishpolicy" (EJ,p. 124). It is true that the situation of Jewishvictims subject to imminent state violence was ethically different from that of Eichmann, who might have at any time and without physical consequence
switched his job (see EJ,p. 91), but empirically there was also a failure of
victims to draw a principled line of moral behavior.There is, unfortunately
for the moral interpretation of events, no ontotheological distinction between victims and perpetrators, a point that Arendt makes in avowing,
against Martin Buber's disavowal, her "common humanity with those
whom we accuse and judge and condemn" (EJ,pp. 251-52). Individual actors-whether victims, perpetrators, or bystanders-could not be expected, by either an anthropologist or ultimately the law, to escape their
worldly situation in a state and society. Whatever one's deepest moral disposition, "opposition was indeed 'utterlypointless' in the absence of all organization" (EJ,p. 127).
Arendt's account of Eichmann's empirical psychology, as well as that of
the members of the Judenrate,shows just how difficult it is to believe that
individual moral autonomy can serve as the operative basis of legal judgment ex post facto or political choice ex ante. The relevantfact is that after
the principled, militant opposition to fascism in Germany-primarily the
30. See FritzStern,"ThePoliticalConsequencesof the UnpoliticalGerman,"TheFailureof
Illiberalism:
Essayson thePoliticalCultureof ModernGermany(Chicago,1975),p. 20.
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Communists and Socialists-had been destroyed, there was little room left
for any morally uncompromised behavior other than Kant'sproverbialresignation of one's post, that is, complete abandonment of the political.While
Arendt did believe that the category of guilt must be applied to actors in
the Nazi state and that Eichmann, for one, was guilty and deserved to die,
the judgment she finally speaks in the book's epilogue is fatalisticallyempirical: "Letus assume, for the sake of argument, that it was nothing more
than misfortune that made you [Eichmann] a willing instrument in the
organization of mass murder; there still remains the fact that you have
carried out, and therefore actively supported, a policy of mass murder"
(EJ, p. 279).

The wide berth that she leaves to accident or fate in her judgment is
depressing indeed, for then it seems the response to genocide must always
be ex post facto unless, that is, we can read her fatalism as something that
might be better understood by institutional-juridical (that is, ultimately,
political) ratherthan moral-juridical (naturallaw) categories. Here we see,
then, how the tension between politics and justice comes to the fore in the
other focus of the book, the institutionalization of law in the state; for justice, if it cannot safely be entrusted to the moral intuition of the individual,
must be institutionalized in the communal life of the state. The question is,
as the discussion of the Schmittian conception of justice indicates, what
kind of state? The implication of fate in Arendt's judgment of Eichmann
seems to be that an individual must take responsibility not only for his or
her individual actions, but, more fundamentally, for the state in which his
or her individualitywill either thrive in justice or wilt in moral dependency.
Thus, Jirgen Habermas believes that only a liberal democratic state can
legitimize justice, whereas for Schmitt or even a Left-leaning philosopher
such as Richard Rorty a state inevitably must be ethnocentric, the relevant
question for justice only being how broadly or narrowlyso.31To ignore the
state and its capacity to institutionalize positive justice is to turn humanity
over to the very fate that recklessly mishandled both Eichmann and the
millions whose murder he abetted. One is left only with a dull lesson in the
ineradicable evil of mankind. Arendt herself fears this as the chief legacy of
the Eichmann trial-a fear that is not allayedby subsequent developments
either in discussions of the Holocaust or in the attempts to criminalizegen31. See Jirgen Habermas,"Reconciliationthroughthe PublicUse of Reason:Remarkson John
Rawls'sPoliticalLiberalism,"
and Rawls,"PoliticalLiberalism:Replyto Habermas,"Journalof
Philosophy92 (Mar.1995):lo09-80. Rawls'sresponseis reprintedin PoliticalLiberalism.Fora
succinctstatementof Rorty'sposition, see Rorty,"Justiceas a LargerLoyalty,"in Justiceand
ed. Ron Bontekoeand MariettaStepaniants(Honolulu,
Democracy:Cross-Cultural
Perspectives,
1997).
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ocide. The Eichmann trial, Arendt predicts, will not "serve as a valid precedent for future trials of such crimes" (EJ,p. 272). If we are content, like
the state prosecution and more ethnoreligious commentators such as Elie
Wiesel or Irving Greenberg, with the Holocaust serving as an example of
revealedfate, an accident that isn't one, like a miracle or a crucifixionwhose
sacralcharacterconsists in its ontological status as pure singularity,then we
need have no further concern for the precedents the trial failed to set.
Arendt, by contrast, suggests grimly, but with ultimately hopeful pragmatism, that "the unprecedented"-in the form of a crimeonce it has appeared, may become a precedent for the future.... If
genocide is an actual possibility of the future, then no people on earth
... can feel reasonablysure of its continued existence without the help
and the protection of international law. Success or failure in dealing
with the hitherto unprecedented can lie only in the extent to which
this dealing may serve as a valid precedent on the road to international
penal law. [EJ,p. 273]
The state, through the dictatorial formation of legislative will, can precede justice for the worse by preempting liberal criteria of guilt, as we see
in Arendt's analysis of totalitarianism. The state can also enable justice for
the better, as we see in her regret over the missed judicial/legislative opportunity of the Eichmann trial. What this dependent justice finally is does
not concern Arendt. Her report on the trial, as she states in the postscript
she wrote in the aftermathof the bitter controversythat the book generated
in the early 196os, does not aim at a speculative theory of justice, but at a
detailed description of a trial and its immediate implications. Yet, importantly, it was one of the book's chief merits that it did generate controversy
about the political conditions of justice in, at least, this one very important
instance. Because Arendt did not settle the case's questions with absolute
versions of justice or politics, moral philosophy or democratic institutional
theory, she was also not ready to draw vast Holocaust "lessons." She
pointed, rather,to the ambiguitiesthat such an extreme (and supranational)
crime coupled with such an ordinary (and patriotic) criminal raise for the
foundations of contemporary political identities.
4. Between States and Citizens: Eichmann in the Cold War and
Beyond
Because it was the ordinariness of Eichmann that most haunted or
threatened Arendt'scommentators, it is worth looking at our own legal and
political normalcy today in light of developments since the Eichmann trial.
In particular, I want to consider what different cold war responses to the
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precedent set by the Eichmann trial reveal about it, especiallybecause the
trial'sopening coincided with two of the most symbolic moments of the cold
war, YuriGagarin'smanned space flight and the CIA-sponsoredBay of Pigs
invasion, and its closing coincided with the building of the Berlin Wall. In
the trial's subsequent political vicissitudes, just as in the courtroom itself,
issues that might have had very general implications for international law
or politics ended up being decided on the basis of more parochial institutional interests. While a narrow interest in state sovereignty often guides
state theory and actual policy, what makes the Eichmann case so distinctive
in this respect is that, however parochial the legal and political terms in
which it was institutionalized, its symbolic terms-what Felman calls its
folktale-have taken on exceptional universal currency. In turning from a
state to an interstatecontext for the trial, I want to illustratehow misleading
the universalistterms of Holocaust discussion can be in light of a cold war
legacy dominated by specific modes of sovereignty.
In The Origins of Totalitarianism,Arendt claims that France, the first
modern nation-state, already embodied the tension between the institutionalization of universallaws and the cohesive idea of national sovereignty:
The same essential rights were at once claimed as the inalienable heritage of all human beings and as the specific heritage of specific nations, the same nation was at once declared to be subject to laws,
which supposedly would flow from the Rights of Man, and sovereign,
that is, bound by no universal law and acknowledging nothing superior to itself.32
With this characteristictension of nation-states still far from being superseded in a globalizing world-and with its geopolitical exacerbation
through Israel's military measures against Palestinian sovereign aspirations-the link between the Eichmann precedent and subsequent calls for
selectedwar criminals to face even the sort of international tribunals that
Arendt hoped for in the Eichmann case suggests the ease with which international law turns into its opposite. Without norms or mechanisms guaranteeing equal protection, these tribunals readily serve the interests of
sovereignty instead of consistently applying standardsof universalrights.3
32. Arendt, TheOriginsof Totalitarianism
(New York,1951),P. 230.
33. MichaelIgnatieffmakesa casefor allowingselectiveapplicationof the law in prosecuting
internationalcriminals.Americanexceptionalismlies in "acommitmentto law as an expression
of nationalsovereignty."He concludeswith a decidedlynationalist-utilitarian,ratherthan
universal-ethical,view of internationallaw:"Asa matterof equityand ethics,it may he
undesirablefor the United Statesto supportinternationaltribunalsfor othershut not for its own
citizens.It is less clear,however,that this preventsAmericansupportfor these tribunalsfrom
being effective"(MichaelIgnatieff,"No Exceptions?"LegalAffairsi1[May-Jun.2002]: 6o, 6i).
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In this sense, it is revealing to step back from seeing Israel as a constituted
jurisdiction with sovereign claims for judging crimes against Jews-however correctly Arendt reads these claims as hindering the establishment of
a cosmopolitan precedent on the basis of the Eichmann case-and to consider the actions and decisions by which its sovereigntyamong nations was
established.
From its 1948 constitution as a Jewish state on military terms, contrary
to the negotiated two-state partition provided for by United Nations Resolution 181, Israeli's sovereign identitarian interests were bound to take
precedence over universalist rational interests codified in natural law. In
1949 this nationalism took on exceptional international significance as Soviet hopes for friendly relations with Israel were dashed and the U.S. and
Israel consolidated a strategic cold war alliance. This alliance would later
allow the U.S. to develop Israeli claims of legal jurisdiction over the Holocaust into a narrative of righteous state power-a very different form of
cosmopolitan authority than law. Novick has demonstrated how both in
American life and, on the basis of American superpower, in international
life the Holocaust has come to form a pervasive ideologeme. As such, it is
apolitical, occupying a position between the intimate sphere and an unworldly sphere of modern civil religion. Commentators arequick to deplore
any attempt at its politicization as an instrumentalization,34defending an
intuition of the Holocaust in a categorical mode distinct from the negotiation and utilitarianism of empirical, hypothetical rationality.35As a result
34. In discussion,for example,of Easternbloc treatmentof the Holocaustthis word comes up
repeatedly.See JeffreyHerf,DividedMemory:TheNazi Pastin the TwoGermanys(Cambridge,
Mass.,1997);AngelikaTimm,JewishClaimsagainstEastGermany:MoralObligationsand
PragmaticPolicy(Budapest,1997);ThomasC. Fox, StatedMemory:EastGermanyand the
Holocaust(Rochester,N.Y.,1999);and ThomasJung,"Nicht-Darstellungund Selbst-Darstellung:
Der Umgangmit der 'Judenfrage'in der SBZund der frtihenDDR und dessenNiederschlagin
Literaturund Film,"Monatshefte9o(Spring1998):49-70. See also PaulO'Doherty'ssharp,
effectualdemonstrationof how "instrumental"some of these critiquesof EastGerman
instrumentalizationthemselvesare (PaulO'Doherty,"Die'Judenfrage'in der DDR:Uber die
DiskrepanzzwischenTheorieund Praxis,"Monatshefte92[Spring2000]: 68).
35. This appealto a categoricalintuitionthroughthe Holocaustis apparentin the use of the
aestheticnotion of the sublimein connectionwith it in the workof LaCapraand Friedlander.Can
the aestheticsublimebe a sourceof practicalmoralwill in Kant?While Arendtarguesthat it
cannot, she holds that it is still the sourceof a validjudgment.She quotesKantfrom the Critique
ofJudgment(?83)as sayingof war,"Inspite of the dreadfulafflictionswith which it visits the
human race... it is... a motive for developingall talentsserviceablefor cultureto the highest
possiblepitch."Thus,Arendtargues,"eventhough Kantwould alwayshaveactedfor peace,he
knew and kept in mind his judgement.Had he actedon the knowledgehe had gainedas a
spectator,he would, in his own mind, havebeen criminal"(Arendt,Lectureson Kant'sPolitical
Philosophy,ed. RonaldBeiner[Chicago,1982], pp. 53-54;hereafterabbreviatedLK).On such
accounts,a "pure"intuition of the Holocaustcan easilyserveto brushasidemoralreservationsin
favorof militaryaggressionaestheticallylegitimatedby the Holocaust'ssublimity.ArielSharon
can thus asserton behalfof militaryattackson the PalestinianAuthority,"Israelcannot returnto
the '67borders.AbbaEbanlong ago calledthem 'Auschwitzborders'.... All countriesseeking
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of this attitude, first-orderaesthetic representationsof the Holocaust in the
civil sphere are scrutinized with great moral sensitivity, while the most explicitly instrumental deployments of the Holocaust as a moral sanction
within political and legal discourses remain relatively uncontested. In international policy discussions from Ben-Gurion to George W. Bush, the
Holocaust serves as a universal equivalent, the gold standardof evil, which,
applied to an otherwise politically contestable (mis)deed, functions to anchor the deed in a wrong beyond politics. The second-order, implicit politics of invocations of the Holocaust's civil authority can thus operate with
all the less democratic procedural encumbrance. As Arendt's chronicle of
the Israeli prosecution's political interest in creating an overwhelming
moral narrativeshows, this first-ordersacralizationcoupled with a secondorder politicization has clear roots in the Eichmann trial. Novick notes
about the trial in particularthat it was the event that differentiatedthe Holocaust from the whole of Nazi atrocity: "In the United States, the word
'Holocaust' first became firmly attached to the murder of European Jewry
as a result of the trial" (H, p. 131).Moreover, directly contraryto the desires
of Arendt-as well as those of Sivan and Brauman in The Specialist-to
focus the scrutiny of justice on perpetratorsratherthan victims, the actual
trial'sheavy use of witnesses inaugurated "a shift in focus to Jewishvictims
rather than German perpetrators that made its discussion more palatable
in the continuing cold war climate" (H, p. 144)-a climate in which West
Germany was the key "front state" ally of the U.S. in its conflict with the
Soviet Union. A focus on perpetrators, who might include high-ranking
individuals in government or industry in West Germany,would raise uncomfortable questions. "Therewas something," according to Segev,"about
which the prime minister was even more sensitive [than who would testify
about the destruction of European Jewry]-West Germany. Shortly after
Eichmann was arrested,Adenauer contacted Ben-Gurion and askedhim to
take action to ensure that the trial did not waken a new wave of anti-German
sentiment in the world" (SM, p. 340). Focusing on victims meant very specifically bracketing out the touchy political discussion of either the social
causes of victimization or the social prospects of resistance. While official
Soviet-sphere positions maintained that fascism and its atrocities were
rooted in the crises of capitalism, and thus continued the dominant oppositional narrativesof 1920os and 1930S politics, in the West these narratives
had become taboo. Rather than raising difficult questions about political
and social responsibility,the Adenauer government, as well as the American
peace should praythatthe IsraeliDefenseForcessucceedin theirmission"(quoted in William
Safire,"ATalkwith Sharon,"New YorkTimes,1Apr.2002, p. Ai9).
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and Israeligovernments, sought hasty reconciliation with the idea of"a different Germany,"as Ben-Gurion called the FederalRepublic.36
Already in 1952the Luxembourg treaty between West Germany and Israel,providing for the payment of DM 3 billion in compensation, was signed
despite apparently prohibitive emotional obstacles. "It was the economic
crisis in Israel," maintains Angelika Timm, "that caused Prime Minister
David Ben Gurion to begin negotiations, whereas the West German government regarded the agreement as a possible means of showing the face
of a new Germany to the world."37In particular, for West Germany, the
Luxembourgtreatyallowed it to join NATO and begin its rearmamentprogram without, however, extensively prosecuting former Nazi criminals.
Thus, when a decade later the Eichmann trial consolidated the process of
focusing on victims over perpetrators and presented the Holocaust to a
world public as the central lesson of the war, West Germanybecame more
ready to join an international discourse about victims and martyrs and to
open up its own discussion of the Holocaust without, it should be noted,
broadly soliciting either the forensic testimony or public acknowledgment
of its own citizens' participation in the duly honored martyrdom of innocent victims.38It would be wrong to underestimate the stubborn efforts to
come to terms with the past that have nonetheless been promoted in both
Israel and West Germany,especially on the part of artists, journalists, and
activists. But the dominant pattern of emphasis established in the Luxem36. Segevwritesof Ben-Gurionthat "cold,pragmaticand powerful,he forcedIsraelto makeup
with 'the differentGermany,'as he likedto describethe FederalRepublic.He did this with
determination,and perhapstoo quickly.He broughtIsraelinto the Westernbloc led by the United
Statesat a time when manyother countriesplayedwith the idea of remainingneutralbetweenEast
and West"(SM,p. 191).In Warby OtherMeans:SovietPower,WestGermanResistance,and the
Battleof theEuromissiles
(New York,1991),Herfdiscusseshow the Germaneuromissiledebateof
the early198osreliedon lessonsdrawnfrom the Nazi past.ForHerf,the relevantHolocaustlesson
was that NATOmust stationanti-SovietPershingmissilesin WestGermany.The discussions
betweenAdenauerand Ben-Gurionduringthe Eichmanntrialhad set the precedentfor Herf's
and the GermanRight'sinterpretationof the Holocaust'santi-Sovietlesson.
37. Timm, JewishClaimsagainstEastGermany,p. 80.
38. Trade-offsbetweenjusticeand reconciliationhavebecome a dominantissue in establishing
human rightsin "transitionalregimes."Truthand Reconciliationcommissionssuch as South
Africa'safterapartheidhaveset a model for an institutionallypracticabletradeof perpetrators'
testimonyfor amnesty.Doubts havebeen raisedaboutwhethersubsequentcommissionsare
givingawaytoo much amnestyfor too little testimony.See ReedBrody'sparadoxicalformulation
of the problemin "Justice:The FirstCasualtyof Truth?"TheNation,30 Apr.2001, pp. 25-32. West
Germanywas much more comfortablewith a discoursecommemoratingvictims than one
prosecutingperpetrators.EastGermany,which conductedalmostas manypostwartrialsof
formerNazis (especiallyafterEichmann,when the categoriesof crimesincludedgenocide) even
though it had a fractionas manyperpetrators,was much more aggressivein representingthe
Holocaustthrougha discourseof perpetrationand resistance,ratherthan victimization.See the
Dutchwebsitecollatinginformationon individualcasesin EastandWestGermany:http://www.
jur.uva.nl/junsv/inhaltsverzeichnis.htm
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bourg agreement and strengthened in the Eichmann trial was a patternthat
was clearly reflected in the two disparate ways of thinking about Nazism
across the cold war divide. The U.S., West Germany,and the Western alliance focused simultaneously on legal precedents in civil restitution and
criminal retribution that emphasized ethnic and statejurisdictions and private property claims and, outside of the strict juridical framework, on a
spiritual, commemorative attitude toward victims that implicitly separated
universal moral from contingent political stances toward events.
EastGermany,meanwhile, was in a radicallydifferentposition. The Luxembourg agreement established the civil precedent for successor organizations of destroyed Jewish communities to collect compensation for
heirless property,departing from the principle that heirless propertywould
be inherited by the state.39In the process of nationalizing all private property, East Germanywas hardly likely to accept such a precedent. Timm discusses, for example, the case of Julius Pohly, a U.S. citizen who sought
information on his property in the fall of 1953only to find that this property
had been nationalized after 1945as part of the economic transformationof
East Germany into a socialist state. Superficially,the state appropriation
would seem continuous with previous precedent, while, in fact, it represented the radical nature of social transformation in the former Soviet sector of Germany.Restitution would be inconsistent with a program that held
that "the government of the German Democratic Republic has done everything in its power to destroy German fascism at its roots and createconditions that preclude the possibility of another threat to the security and
existence of other peoples-including the Jewish people-arising in Germany," as an official communique had it.40While this East German emplotment of the Holocaust in a master narrative is considered by
commentators to be a communist instrumentalizationof Jewishsuffering,41
it is also a narrativethat does not try neatly and artificiallyto separatethe
moral and political spheres of justice as does the master narrative established at the Eichmann trial. As in West Germany,there was very little reference to the Holocaust as such in East Germany until the Eichmann trial.
While the trial was an occasion for West Germanyto solidify its relationship
with Israel and the U.S. and to consolidate its importance in the cold war,
39. See Timm,JewishClaimsagainstEastGermany,p. 80.
40. Quoted in ibid., p. 87.
41. See Herf,DividedMemory.I do not mean to denythat recordedhistoryis "emplotted,"
only that the one-sided emphasison the mythologizingconstructivismof Sovietspherenarratives
is unfair.HaydenWhite'stheorieson the inevitableinterpretiveemplotmentof historical
narrativeled to a heateddiscussionabouthow the Holocaustsets limits to acceptable
representationsof history,collectedin Friedlander'sProbingtheLimitsof Representation.
Surely
the implicationsof that discussionapplyto the historiesof the politicalantifascistresistance.
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East Germany used the occasion of the trial to focus on Nazi perpetrators
high in the West German political hierarchy,causing particularcontroversy
with its exposure of Hans Globke, the director of Chancellor Adenauer's
office and a former Nazi judge. There is no doubt that EastGermany,doubly
defensive under the Hallstein and TrumanDoctrines, saw Israeland Jewish
successor organizations in the frameworkof the cold war ratherthan World
War II. However, the contrast between East and West German commemoration can be examined not only to impugn East Germany for failing to
live up to the by no means disinterested standardsof Holocaust moralizing
in the West but to make visible the basic fact that Holocaust representation
took place with strong reference to real political alliances and aims.
While official EastGerman antifascistnarrativeswere not democratically
plural,42the West has shown little tendency to narrative pluralism in the
wake of its cold war victory.Westerncommemorations of antifascistpolitics
come up short compared with those that existed in the East. In fact, the
process of devaluing antifascist narratives as self-aggrandizing myths of
communist parties and successor organizations of partisan groups has acceleratedalarminglysince the end of the cold war.In Italy,Renzo DeFelice's
students have been assiduously debunking partisan narratives.43In France,
the groundbreakingwork of MarcelOphuls in exposing the extent of French
complicity has been taken up by a much less scrupulous political right to
discount partisan activity as not much different.44Lutz Niethammer ex42. Herfmakeshis casefor the illiberalismof officialGDRnarrativesby concentratingon the
exceptionwho provesthe rule,PaulMerker,who alone among the top KPDfunctionaries
demonstratedsustainedconcernwith the racialcomponentof Nazi injustice;see Herf,"German
Communism,the Discourseof'AntifascistResistance,'and the JewishCatastrophe,"in Resistance
againstthe ThirdReich,1933-1990,ed. MichaelGeyerand JohnW. Boyer(Chicago,1994).
However,for plural,unofficialnarratives,see O'Doherty,ThePortrayalof ewsin GDRProse
Fiction(Amsterdam,1997).
43. See RenzoDe Felice,Interpretations
of Facism,trans.BrendaHuff Everett(Cambridge,
Mass.,1977).In the U.S.,see also MichaelLedeen,whose interviewwith De Felicewas publishedas
De Felice,Fascism:An InformalIntroductionto Its Theoryand Practice(New Brunswick,N.J.,1976)
and who went on to writeneoconservativepotboilers;see, for example,MichaelLedeen,Freedom
Betrayed:HowAmericaLeda GlobalDemocraticRevolution,Wonthe ColdWar,and WalkedAway
(Washington,D.C., 1996).See alsoAlessandroPortelli,whose L'ordineegia statoeseguito(Rome,
1999)reconsidersthe mythsblamingItalianpartisansfor the 1944Nazi executionof civiliansin the
Ardeatinecavesoutside Rome, "mythsthat Mr.Portellisayshavebeen growingin recentyearsas
Italy'sneo-Fascistpartyhas been workinghardto rehabilitateitself' (AlexanderStille,
"Prospectingfor Truthin the Oreof Memory,"New YorkTimes,10oMar.2001, p. B9).
44. See RobertJ.Soucy,"TheDebateover FrenchFascism,"in Fascism'sReturn:Scandal,
Revision,and Ideologysince1980,ed. RichardJ.Golsan(Lincoln,Nebr.,1998),pp. 130-51.Soucy
discusses,as one side of a debate,a groupof historiansthat includesthe AmericanEugenWeber,
the IsraeliZeev Sternhall,and the GermanErnstNolte, also known as the main protagonistof the
Germany.This scholarlycircletends to regardfascismas an irrational
1986Historikerstreitin
movement,which on the level of its irrationalfevercannotbe separatedfromleftistmovementsin
principle.
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poses antifascismas a "foundationalmyth"of the GDR state, and JuliaHell's
recent book on East German literature equates what she calls "post-fascist
fantasies" with fascist fantasies, altogether effacing socialist narratives as
worthy of historical memory.45 What is most important here about the
dominant narrative replacing the Communist emplotments is how much
it resembles the Holocaust narrativeestablished at the Eichmann trial. The
trial rendered moot both the partisan narratives(such as that presentedin a Zionist framework-by Abba Kovner, a leader of the Vilna uprising)
and the collaboration narratives (as were aired with virulent partisanship
in the 1954 Kastnertrial and revisited in the Freudigertestimony). The socalled two ways debates that the Kastner trial unleashed, comparing the
moral-political merits of the ameliorating Jewish Councils versus ghetto
uprisings, were effectivelysettled by the prosecution'shighly considered decision to focus the Eichmann trial overwhelmingly on victimization rather
than agency of eithersort. The kernel of this common displacement of antifascist political narratives,whether in Israel or in EasternEurope, is to be
found in its repudiation of any emplotment of militant agency outside of
the stark representation of either legitimate (Allied) or illegitimate (Axis)
state violence. Thus Communist antifascists,just likeVilna Jewishpartisans,
are best ignored in favor of either martyrdom stories or the stories of victorious national armies; vindication is a matter of well-founded state authority-Daniel Goldhagen or Tom Brokaw. Or, to put it in cinematic
terms, either Schindler'sListor SavingPrivateRyan,but neither Partisansof
Vilnanor Ashesand Diamonds. The clearlesson is that it is better and purer
to be a victim than to risk the culpabilityof militant action outside of a state
framework. In appealing to national jurisdiction and in retrospectivelylegitimating the militarily achieved Israelistate, the Eichmann trial set a precedent faithfully followed in major representations of the Holocaust well
beyond the courtroom.
Invocations of the Holocaust's moral authority work today to inscribe
U.S. foreign policy and that of its allies, including Germany,in a righteous
narrative;in other words, contingent policy is naturalized by an appeal to
universal moral sentiment. Thus the NATO-led wars that ended the twentieth century, such as those in Iraq and Yugoslavia,are often justified-as
a qualitatively different sort of war than those that inaugurated the century-with referenceto both the Holocaust (as the ideal type of the alleged
45. In JuliaHell'sversionof EastGermany,socialismbecomes an irrationalfantasy,just as
fascismbecomes a feverfor Weber.Both Hell and Weberareableto erasea principleddifference
betweenRightand Lefton the basisof these fascist/Communist/postfascist
fantasies;see JuliaHell,
Post-FascistFantasies:Psychoanalysis,
History,and theLiteratureof EastGermany(Durham,N.C.,
1997).
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crime being sanctioned) and international law (as the legitimation for meting out universaljustice with war planes).46Given the ambiguous genealogy
of the term's universal significance that we have been exploring, it is ironic
(but not surprising) that the leading superpower today uses it in the same
capacity in which it emerged at the Eichmann trial: as a signifier that blurs
the distinction between justice, in all its complex articulations, and raison
d'etat.47 During the NATO interventions in Yugoslavia,for example, Elie
Wiesel traveledto Kosovo at the behest of the U.S. administration "to focus
attention," according to the New YorkTimes,"on the moral argument that
The
they say underpins NATO'sbombing campaign against Yugoslavia."48
Holocaust repeatedly occupies the position of exhibit A in the case for a
militarily enforceable global law based on universal human rights, a case
supported by such influential thinkers as Habermasand John Rawls.At the
same time, as we have seen in Arendt's account, the popular sense of the
Holocaust originated not in the "uncoercedconsensus" of a self-legislating
law of international subjects but in the cauldron of legal-political interests
accompanying the establishment of the postwar political order of nationstates.49

Of course, this is not to argue that the injustice of the Holocaust, as we
now understand it, should not awakenhuman hopes for political justice as
expressedby the idea of what Rawlscalls "arealisticutopia and Kant'sfoedus
pacificum."50The problem is rather that the Holocaust's current institutional memory does not clearly convey Habermas's and Rawls's utopian
ideas, but instead the confused perception that our dominant international
institutions alreadyembody those ideas. In BetweenFactsand Norms, Ha46. GeneralColin Powell,then chairmanof the U.S. JointChiefsof Staff,claimedthat in the
GulfWar"decisionswereimpactedby legalconsiderationsat everylevel.Lawyersproved
invaluablein the decision-makingprocess"(quoted in Christopheraf Jochnickand Roger
Normand,"TheRoleof Lawin the GulfWar:Protectionof Civiliansor Legitimationof Violence?"
LessonsfromthePersianGulfConflict,ed. JohnO'Loughlin,Tom
in Warand Its Consequences:
Mayer,and EdwardS. Greenberg[New York,1994],p. 70). The PentagonReportclaimedthat
coalitionforceshad "scrupulouslyadheredto fundamentallaw of warproscriptions"(quoted in
ibid., p. 70). Over200 lawyersaccompaniedthe U.S. armyalone in the theaterof operations.The
law procedurallylegitimatedthe warin a waythat had a questionablerelationshipto substantive
justice.
47. Anotherway of puttingthis distinctionwould be as thatbetweenjusticeas fairnessand
legitimacyas normalprocedure;see Rawls,"Replyto Habermas,"p. 429.
48. DavidRohde,"Wiesel,a Man of Peace,CitesNeed to Act,"New YorkTimes,2 Jun.1999,
p. A14.
49. The Holocaustand its traumaareoften cited as the compellingethicalbackgroundto the
developmentof Israel'sstill officiallyunacknowledgednuclearcapacity:"Israel'snuclearproject
was conceivedin the shadowof the Holocaust,and the lessonsof the Holocaustprovidedthe
justificationand motivationfor the project"(AvnerCohen, Israeland theBomb[New York,1998],
p. 10).

50. Rawls,TheLawof Peoples(Cambridge,Mass.,1999),p. 21.
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bermas recognizes that the relationship between a universalistic Kantian
morality and positive law is complicated, with positive law not simply subordinate to moral law. His rational reconstruction of contractarian law,
however, needs an epistemological notion of democracy as being a discussion leading to uncoerced, and thus valid, consensus on legal principles.
"The democraticprocess,"he writes, "bearsthe entire burden of legitimation."51The problem with Habermas'sattempt to reconstructcosmopolitan
law as neither derived from a Platonic higher truth nor empiricallyreducible
to contingent legislativedecisions is that the democratic process that would
legitimate it has virtuallyno institutional presence in interstateor suprastate
relations. Its presumptive emergence in the victory of parliamentarydemocracies over socialist dictatorships, as discussed in Habermas and also
in Rawls's The Law of Peoples,is undermined by the substantive inequality
between nations as either contracting people or discussing people.52The
Eichmann trial is so important here because its historical institutional setting and political circumstances embody a conflict that might otherwise be
abstractedas a philosophical one between moral universalismand legal realism. With the Eichmann trial we see that the issue is not whether the idealist or realistnarrativeis emphasized as a matter of philosophical principle
but that both are subordinate to the institutional advantagesof those militarilyenforced sovereigntieswho exercisejurisdiction. The enormity of the
Holocaust crime does not give us a way out of a critical legal and moral
historicism that questions the authority of its judges, enforcers,and chroniclers.
5. From Evidence to Self-Evidence: The Specialist's Return to
Aesthetic Judgment
While the film medium is no stranger to the Eichmann story, from the
initial television coverage to an excellent 1987BBC documentary53and the
orthodox 1997ABC-PBS documentary, what makes Sivan and Brauman's
51. Habermas,BetweenFactsand Norms:Contributionsto a DiscourseTheoryofLawand
Democracy,trans.WilliamRehg(Cambridge,Mass.,1996),p. 450.
52. Fora pointed and insightfuldiscussionof the illegalends to which the rhetoricof
internationallaw has been put, see two piecesby JohnRosenthal,"'Nouveau'droit international
ou absencede droit?"Recherches
nos. 6o-61 (Feb.-Mar.2000): 163-86,and
Internationales,
"Kosovoand the 'JewishQuestion,'"MonthlyReview51(Feb.2000): 24-43. In this latteressay,
Rosenthalexploresin detailhow loose analogieswith the Holocaustwereused to legitimateU.S.
and NATOmilitaryactivityin the formerYugoslavia.
53. The 1987BBCdocumentaryby TristamPowell, TheHolocaust:Judgmentin Jerusalem,
though it has none of TheSpecialist'stechnicalvirtuosityand intensity,does presentthe Eichmann
trialand the controversyaroundArendt'sbook in a frameworkthat allowsa viewerto assesssome
of the forcesthat contributedto the way Holocaustmemoryhas been mediatedby political
realitiesof the post-WorldWarII period.
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film exceptional is that it intervenes in the public perception of the Holocaust to question the authority of the judges. Not, that is, to mitigate the
crime, but to see the judgment as an exercise of state sovereignty. In the
preceding sections I hope I have raised significant questions about the trial
itself and the trial's secondary representationsas an event. In regardto the
trial, I askedwhether the courtroom establisheda clearprecedent for a universaljudgment on crimes against humanity and whether the sovereignjurisdiction of a nation can serve to addressthe moral issues of inequalityand
force between nations. In regardto the trial'ssubsequent representationin
policy arenasoutside of the juridicalframework,I have considered whether
the moral exemplarityof passingjudgment on such a crime confers on state
prosecutors and their allies a moral exemplarity in inverse proportion to
the moral atrocity of the crime. In reconsidering The Specialisthere, I want
to ask what the film's intervention accomplishes as well as noting key limitations to its strategy.After describing some of the film's powerful effects,
I consider the political weakness of the film's aesthetic model of judgment,
which follows closely Arendt's late political thought and runs the risk of
obscuring consideration of the very sort of questions the film has otherwise
admirably raised:the political dangers of symmetricallyprojecting the retrospective judgment of a crime into the prospective exemplarity of a precedent.
As The Specialistbegins, we, the jury of spectators, hear a babble of languages, almost liturgical in sound, uttering the charges against Eichmann
in the tongues of the lands where he is accused of committing his crimes.
The plain, though condensed, images set us into a cinematic frameworkof
immediacy, similar to what Heidegger has called a Ge-stell,a technological
ordering that challenges us to forget what we presume so that we might be
open to what will be revealed.54Lessgrandly,we areencouragedby the direct
but impassive camera gaze to look at the trial naively, with neither presumption nor ignorance. With no representation of Eichmann's crimes
building up to his appearance,just a narrow focus on him and the institutional context-judicial, liturgical, or theatrical-the film's anticipation
of the opening curtain does not evoke an unsettled, retributivemood, but
rather a classical sense of waiting for the inevitable. When Eichmann appears in the now legendary glass box, there is, as a readerof Arendt knows,
no catharsis of confrontation with evil; just the opposite, it is as though a
distillate of human moral frailtywere on display that had been overlooked
in the more potent spectacle of catastrophe. Eichmann's ordinary vulner54. See MartinHeidegger,"TheQuestionConcerningTechnology,""TheQuestionConcerning
and OtherEssays,trans.WilliamLovitt(New York,1977),pp. 3-35.
Technology"
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ability confronts the spectator-precisely the vulnerability of an empirical
sentience in an overwhelming institutional setting. One image of Eichmann
dissolves into the next so he appearssubject to an eternalvigilance of fading
and changing guards; or, vice versa, the guards sit as he fades, evanescent
in the court's transcendence of arbitrarywill. Eichmann appears as both
nostalgia for the plainly guilty tormentor and a nightmare of insecure selfrecognition: idiot, boy scout, eager-to-serve specialist. Images of death
camps areprojected diegeticallyon a screen for the courtroom, but the camera is angled too steeply for a theater audience to recognize the scenes. Sivan
and Brauman digitally insert a faint reflection of the projections over Eichmann'3sgrimaced, but immobile, expression. During the course of the film
we accept (if we do) a psychological phenomenology of Eichmann with the
calming knowledge that we have no instrumental task to serve, that his
crimes have been judged. The law by which they have been judged, however,
remains elusive for us, undiscovered, in the legal sense. At the end of the
film, as the glass box and police guards are dissolved out of the image to
leave Eichmann sitting free at a desk as the modern bureaucraticEveryman,
we hear a decrepit Russian dance by Tom Waits, the troubadour of the dissolute regret and ironic sentimentality of the pariah. A Russian dance: the
pariah's lost world of the East, the world of victim and persecutor. Everyman, it turns out, is still rattlinghis bones with impunity in the global shtetl.
In its refusal to draw specific lessons, The Specialistis a document that
could not have been made at the time of the Eichmann trial. It shows no
images of atrocity, it refrains from voice-over narration, allowing Eichmann, rather than the prosecution's "picture painting" (El, P. 225), to fill
the bulk of its time. As did Arendt, it concentrates on Eichmann'sempirical
psychology as he is called to account for his actions. The discrepancy between what the film does today-distancing itself from the didactic sensationalism of the trial in favor of its banal individual dramas-and what
most media accounts did in 1961 does not so much illustratethe dispassion
of historical distance, for public memory of the Holocaust has only been
more stimulated since 1961, as it revealsin its very reservehow saturatedthe
public has become with media representationsof the Holocaust. Sivan and
Brauman'spointed referencesin interviews to the Israelioccupation of Lebanon, to the Israeli-Phalangemassacresof Palestiniansat Sabraand Shatila
refugee camps, to the state bureaucraticmanipulation of nongovernmental
organizations such as Doctors without Borders, which Brauman headed
until his resignation in 1994, and to the general loss of humane judgment
in the face of state power all indicate that they mean to recapture Eichmann'3stestimony in its most unpredetermined franknessand re-present it
outside of its original context in Ben-Gurion's state-building enterprise;
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Eichmann's criminal susceptibility (though not his actual crimes) emerges
as equivalent (though not identical) to that of his prosecutors and judges.
The complex temporality of The Specialist'srevaluation of received Holocaust values serves to foreground how so central an event of the century
is never a sovereign truth with respect to its sedimentation in public discussions and representations.Such sovereignty-whether it is based on the
force of state (and cultural) institutions or the a priori reason of universal
laws-seeks to transcend the contingency of empirical will and perception.
Sivan and Brauman, however, are concerned that the empiricism of openminded experience emerge again from behind the imposing grandeur of
law and propaganda and serve as a yardstick, if not for normative values,
then for actual behavior in the modern world. Whether or not we have laws
and institutions capable of judging Eichmann from a secure spot beyond
the contingency of power, we can certainly reflect upon this circumstance
from the distance of spectatorship.The violence for which Eichmann bears
guilt-in the judgment of the film, though certainly not that of the trialis not categoricallydistinct from the violence attributableto states that set
themselves apart from fragile empiricism of daily life. In this sense, the film
conveys a moral judgment based not on Kantianprinciples of disinterested
rational autonomy-which are nowhere on display in the trial'sconfusion
of interests and inclinations-but on the fact of human sentience. The virtue of this judgment, as opposed to legal judgments, is that it does not suggest a precedent or a program that can be appropriated by a judging
authority. Here authority instead resides in a temporal suspension, a phenomenological epoche of cause and effect. The absence of any conceptually
formulated lesson in the film-and its omission of the pronunciation of
judgment and sentence on Eichmann-emphasize the similarity between
the film'sjudgment, once removed from the trial's,and aestheticjudgment;
without a conceptualization, our apprehension of Eichmann'sguilt remains
within Kant'sfamous formulation of the aestheticas that "whichis cognized
without a concept," relying only in our a posteriori spectatorshipand "the
free lawfulnessof the imagination."55
An aesthetic model of judgment was the last, uncompleted project of
Arendt's career, and the film, though based upon an earlier Arendt work,
conveys the sense of that model. It thus suggests in its revisioning of the
trial neither a procedural model of justice nor a deontic model. It exposes
the hollowness of any claims to the universalityof the judgment and, hence,
its conceptual portabilityby the state into differentcontexts. The justice the
55. Kant,Critiqueof thePowerofJudgment,trans.PaulGuyer,ed. Guyerand EricMatthews
(Cambridge,2000), ?22, p. 124.
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film documents, with its all too human contingency, appears as a positive
judgment that might exemplify a righteous moment of kairos,but which
has no broader prescriptive value. The presiding judge in the Eichmann
case, Moshe Landau, has in fact gone on to rule in favor of the right of the
Israeli security force, the Shin Bet, to torture Palestinians and to deplore
later court decisions that try to elevatejudicial authority over the legislative
authority of the Knesset.56In short, the historical record would seem to
indicate that the judgment in the Eichmann case affirms only the immobility of justice beyond its positive determinations. Yet the model of aesthetic judgment the film evokes seems itself to be a risky model, though the
risks it runs are of a different sort than those that the film exposes. By examining several implications of the film's critique of the trial and its precedent, I will conclude with a few thoughts about what I will argue is the
virtue of a legal and aesthetic historicism that is narrower than universal
schemes, but broader than individual perceptual intuitions.
Given the number and importance of historical events that convergedin
the trial, the filmmakers' decision to distill Eichmann's testimony as the
heart of the proceedings necessarily sidesteps the most important legacy of
the Eichmann trial: not its missed opportunity to do moral good but its
seized opportunity strategically to yoke morality and sovereignty rather
than morality and law. While Arendt indeed argues that "the focus of every
trial is upon the person of the defendant, a man of flesh and blood with an
individual history, with an always unique set of qualities, peculiarities,behavior patterns, and circumstances"(EJ,p. 285) and even claims that "Eichmann's testimony in court turned out to be the most important evidence
in the case" (EJ, p. 222), the actual trial did not limit its focus as Arendt
thought it should, nor did the evidence matter centrally to a judgment
whose verdictwas never in doubt. One controversialaspect of Arendt'sbook
is that she so strongly criticized what the trial was from the point of view
of what for her it ought to have been: legally and democratically sensitive
and utopian. TheSpecialist,by audiovisuallyrectifyingthe prosecution'sdecision to focus on "agreat number of purposes... all of which were ulterior
purposes with respect to the law" (EJ,p. 253) and returning Eichmann to
56. Criticizingcourt trespasson politicaland executiveauthorities,Landausaid in a Ha'aretz
interview,"thevery decisionthat statesthatwe havea constitutionthat includescourt oversightof
Knessetlegislationwas madeby the court itself."BecauseIsraelhas no writtenconstitution,the
Knessethas finalauthorityover any law.Landau'sreluctanceto embracea moralor universalist
view of secularconstitutionallaw is consistentwith the Eichmanncourt'sreluctanceto try to
establisha precedentoutside the ethnic-basedDeclarationof Independence(and, later,the 1992
BasicLaw,which repeatsthe Declaration)that holds that the fundamentalvaluesin Israelilaware
"Jewishand democratic"(quoted in EmilyBazelon,"LetThereBe Law,"LegalAffairs1 ([MayJun.2002]: 27,32).
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center stage, is unable to address the historical significance of the way the
trial in fact was conducted and its implications for hegemonizing public
memory. "The show that Ben-Gurion had had in mind to begin with,"
Arendt claims, "did take place, or, rather, the 'lessons' he thought should
be taught to Jewsand Gentiles, to Israelisand Arabs, in short, to the whole
world" (EJ,p. 9). While Sivan and Brauman refuse these lessons, their film
restricts itself to a phenomenology of perception.
The empirical psychology revealed in The Specialistrests on the film's
sharp focus on the person of the accused. This perceptual acuity has both
an empirical side, which contributes greatly to the film's critique of the
trial's false universalism, and a phenomenological side, which implies an
anthropological universality of perception. The former aspect of the film
lends it considerable contrarian potency in a historical moment where the
international force of Holocaust discourse, blending moral, legal, and national claims, is out of all proportion to any public deliberation over who
is entitled to the force of that discourse. The latter aspect, however,leads to
a depoliticization at the point where the film might have indicated a reconsideration of the unequal distribution of moral authority through legal and
aesthetic institutions of sovereignty.This ambiguous outcome can be clarified by examining its Arendtian model of spectatorshipand exemplarityin
judgment. For Arendt, the important fact of a judgment is not its abstract,
categorical nature. Judgment works on the model of a paradigm supplied
in apprehending a specific case. This paradigm, ratherthan categoricalreason, supplies what Kant calls exemplaryvalidity.Arendt glosses Kant'sterm
with the example of a table.Where Platonism deduces the necessaryconcept
of a table and an empirical induction arrivesat the common denominators
of a table over many cases, both concepts of validity representa retreatfrom
the perceptuallyparticular.Arendt thus emphasizes
judgments that are not cognitions: one may encounter or think of
some table that one judges to be the best possible table and take this
table as the example of how tables actually should be: the exemplary
table.... This exemplar is and remains a particularthat in its very particularity revealsthe generalitythat otherwise could not be defined.
[LK, p. 77]57
57. The issue of exemplaritythatArendtraiseshere can also be seen in the light of severalmore
recentdiscussions.Hanssenwritingon WalterBenjamin's"Critiqueof Violence"considershis
"politicsof noninstrumentalmeans"a thirdforcebetweenlaw (whichis a meansto an end:
justice) and sovereignty(Staatsgewaltasa meansto legitimacy).In Hanssen'sanalysis,Benjamin's
pure meansavoidsthe thetic and normativeforceof locutionaryconcepts.In Arendt'ssense,then,
freefrom instrumentalityin the present,they areopen towardthe
they are"exemplary";
unprecedentedfuture(Hanssen,Critiqueof Violence,p. 19).
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One can see why Arendt's model of judgment would be appealing to
filmmakers working in the public sphere of culture rather than in the narrow legislative realm. The emphasis on particularityallows for the sensual
representationalgaze of the camera, and the qualitativeness (quidditas)revealed by aesthetic discretion stands in favorablecontrast to the relentlessly
commensurate that is the object of judicial weighing and deciding.58Habermas, however, points out a key limitation of using aesthetic perception
as a model of judgment:
Mental representations ... are, in each case, my representationsor
your representations;they must be ascribed to a representing-either
perceiving or imagining-subject who can be identified in space and
time. Thoughts, on the other hand, overstep the boundaries of an individual consciousness. Even if in each case they are apprehended by a
variety of subjects in various places and at various times, in the strict
sense thoughts remain the same thoughts in regardto their content.59
Habermas'sreservationsabout models of judgment based in perception
or imagination indicate the importance to him of conceptual communication as the basis of validity. In this sense, Habermas'scritique is relevant
to understanding the limitations of Sivan and Brauman'sfilm.
In a further sense, however, both the film and Habermas are open to the
criticism with which I will conclude the essay,namely, the public reflection
on justice (in the film) and the theory of public deliberation (in Habermas)
emphasize, respectively, valid examples and valid rules, each containing
normative force. By contrast, I would argue that it is essentialto step beyond
the specific mode of validity and account for the historical institutionalization of the validity claims. In this sense, I am not picking an epistemological fight with Habermas so much as I am doubting the excessive
emphasis on the normative over the factual in his account of actually existing international law. I am likewise not contesting Sivan and Brauman's
insight into the manipulative ease with which a judgment can be transmuted into a concept and therebyextended beyond the relevantboundaries
58. In her Kantlectures,Arendtaccountsfor the dialecticof quantityand qualityinvolvedin
judgmentby noting that the Kantianidea of dignity,centralto his moraltheory,demandsthat
each individualbe seen as an individual,without any comparisonand principally
incommensurable;meanwhilethe Kantiandoctrineof progress,focusingon the human species
demandscomparisonand utility."Itis,"she concludesher lecture,"againsthuman dignityto
believein progress"(LK,p. 77). This observationis reminiscentof her earlierclaimin the lectures
that if Kantactedon his judgmentshe would be criminal.In otherwords,one mightjudgewaras
provident,but a trespasson dignity.Where,then, does this leavea theoryof internationallawthat
might includethingslikejus ad bellumor in belli?
59. Habermas,BetweenFactsand Norms,p. 1o.
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of moral righteousness and exploited for other means-transmuted, that
is, from law into sovereignty.What I am doubting is whether their film's
focus on the unique, singular, and qualitative aspects of Eichmann, the
criminal and the human being, adequatelygrasps the need for comparison,
juxtaposition, and discursiveness for a constructive politics-a counterhegemony-rather than an oppositional lament.
Sivan and Brauman reshape a crucial Holocaust memory, but they do
not analyzethe context in which their project is received;they bid to reform
memory without offering an archeology of how it has arrivedat its current
form. They thus run the risk of inserting utopia where they want to reveal
the inescapability of some configuration of power in both our best and
worst judgments. Moreover, as recent scholarship on the Holocaust film as
a distinct genre has demonstrated, a shift in representationfrom victims to
perpetrators(or, say, from a redemption narrativeto a narrativeof existential guilt or to a legal drama) does not simply depict another side of the
Holocaust without further implication but comments unavoidably on established genre convention. Genre-bending films such as The Specialistor
Errol Morris's documentary of the same year, Mr. Death, risk becoming
invisible within the horizon of genre expectations ratherthan provoking a
revision of convention. Morris joked wryly that his film "would be the first
Holocaust-themed documentary not to be nominated for an Oscar,"rightly
assessingboth it and the exclusionary rules of the genre.60Culturalmemory
calls more strongly upon the same identitarian logic (or logic of identification, recognition, exemplarity) that underlies sovereignty than it does
upon the discursive logic of natural law. In staking their opposition to received Holocaust memory as an artifactof specificallyconstituted and militarily dominating sovereignties on the ground of aesthetic judgment
strictly conceived, Sivan and Brauman effectively counter the cliched sentiments of moral smugness such memory production affordsthe statusquo.
They do not, however, supply a ground on which to build an alternative
discourse. That ground would indeed have to be more institutional, historical, and discursive in character.
In that spirit, I have suggested here a critique of international law based
on a political account of how the Holocaust has been hegemonized by imperial sovereignty.The historical and political dimension ofjudgments and
memories of fascism and Nazi genocide formed during the cold war has
been widely effaced. Yet given the power of Holocaust "memories" in international life today, their ability to form a civic consensus where, say,
Hiroshima or the Vietnam War cannot, demands that their exemplaritybe
60. Quoted in CarlBromely,"Whilethe AcademySlept,"TheNation,2 Apr.2001, p. 44.
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disrupted again by the old controversies they seemed to resolve and by the
new ones they stifle. In 1949, as the Israeliparliament was still debating the
"Lawagainst Genocide and the Nazi and Nazi Collaborators(Punishment)
Law,"which later formed the legal basis for the Eichmann trial, a Knesset
member made an observation that is even more apposite in a world with
only one superpowerto enforce all that fallsunder its sovereignjurisdiction:
"The principal danger threatening the future of mankind, and of human
culture, is the possibility that the precedent of Auschwitz will merge with
the precedent of Hiroshima: if that happens, mankind is doomed" (quoted
in SM, p. 333).
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